國立台南二中109學年度第一學期高一英文科第二次期中考試題
(1~ 55題,請畫記在答案卡上; 1~36題,每題一分, 37~ 55題,每題二分; VI.閱讀測驗
第56題,VII, VIII大題請寫在答案卷上)
l. 聽力測驗 :10% (每題 1分 )
Note: 請注意: 聽力測驗過程中, 若遇任何問題, 請在聆聽該題時, 做上記號,
並於聽力測驗結束後, 向監考老師反應。
Part 1: Picture Questions (2%)
Look at each picture and answer the question.
1. ( )

2. ( )

Part 2: Best Response Questions (2%)
Listen to the question or statement and choose the best response.
( ) 3.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I agree. He played the piano well.
Yeah. His essay was well written.
I know. The dinner was delicious.
Right. He threw a great party.

( ) 4.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I know. She welcomes help from others.
Yes. She likes to meet and talk to new people.
I agree. She’s much friendlier recently.
Indeed. She’s doing things by herself now.

Part 3: Conversation Questions (3%)
Listen to each conversation and answer the question.
( ) 5.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

A company that sells boats.
A group that cares about animals.
A restaurant that serves seafood.
A person who loves water sports.

( ) 6.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

It is owned by a woman named Lisa.
It is not hanging on the wall.
It is a copy of the real one.
It is not in a good condition.

( ) 7.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The coach told her a secret.
The coach said she is allowed to use the gym.
The coach will give her a private lesson.
The coach won’t let her practice with the team.
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Part 4: Short Talk Questions (3%)
Listen to the following paragraph and answer the questions.
( ) 8.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

To get rid of bad smell.
To clean the rubber part.
To keep them from getting wet.
To make them comfortable to wear.

( ) 9.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Clean people’s teeth.
Remove stains on clothes.
Polish people’s nails.
Make rooms smell nice.

( ) 10. (A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Amazing Uses of Toothpaste
How to Choose a Toothpaste
Make Your Own Toothpaste
How to Look After Your Teeth

ll. 課文綜合測驗:16% (每題 1分), 根據課文內容,選最適當的答案
A.
Habits are hard to break. That’s why people often avoid 11. even if
it’s for their own good.
Many feel the best way to get people to change is to introduce a little bit
of fun. It was this approach that Portuguese traffic operators used to stop
pedestrians from ignoring red lights. First, they set up a booth where anybody
could dance to the music. Then, they connected the dancer to the “red man”
12.
on traffic lights. The result was that the red man performed whatever
moves the person in the booth performed. This proved to be 13.
interesting that pedestrians stopped to watch. Suddenly, waiting for the traffic
light was fun. In the end, the number of pedestrians who waited for the green
light increased by 81%!
A Swedish subway station had a similar idea. They changed the stairs to
the exit 14. them look like giant piano keys. People who stepped on the
keys could even produce different musical notes. This encouraged 66% more
people to 15. the stairs 15. the escalator. The experiment was also
successful simply because people had such a good time.
(
(
(
(
(

) 11. (A) changing
(B) change
(C) to change (D) for changing
) 12. (A) which sometimes see
(B) that often see
(C) which is often seen
(D) that is sometimes seeing
) 13. (A) such
(B) more
(C) so
(D) much
) 14. (A) or to make
(B) as to make (C) with making (D) by making
) 15. (A) choose; over (B) pick; up
(C) search; for (D) look; into
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B.
Who would have thought that toothpaste is almost as good at cleaning
jewelry as it is at cleaning teeth? Rub toothpaste on silver jewelry or scrub
__16 __ with toothpaste and a soft toothbrush. They’ll be as bright as your
pearly whites in no time!
Since toothpaste is great at cleaning our teeth, it’s no surprise that it can
clean other things. In fact, it can be used for all types of cleaning around the
house. Some people swear by it for getting stains out of carpets or __17 __
marks from walls. Others get out the toothpaste when they need to scrub the
bathroom sink. Not only does it get rid of __18 __ and stains on the sink, but it
also helps get rid of bad smells from the drain.
To fix shallow scratches in glass or plastic, apply a little toothpaste, use a
soft cloth and rub in __19 __ motions, and then wash off the toothpaste. The
grittiness of toothpaste can get rid of scratches by evening out the surface.
People have used this __20 __ on CDs, glasses, phone screens, and even
cars!
Who knew that toothpaste had so many uses? From treating bug bites to
cleaning the house, toothpaste does it all! Next time you’re in a pinch,
toothpaste might just save the day!
(16) (
(17) (
(18) (
(19) (
(20) (

) (A) lumber
(B) brick
) (A) appearing (B) removing
) (A) nail
(B) dirt
) (A) straight
(B) triangular
) (A) trick
(B) track

(C) soil
(D) diamonds
(C) improving (D) increasing
(C) water
(D) insect
(C) circular
(D) square
(C) trade
(D) trip

C.
Last fall, my daughter and I visited Kindred Spirit Elephant Sanctuary,
which is located in the mountains of Northern Thailand. Although our stay was
short, it __21 __ to be the most memorable part of our holiday.
Early the next morning, we saw Too Meh and Mae Doom exploring the
forest and Dodo playing by the river. Seeing them free was a __22 __
experience.
Kindred Spirit Elephant Sanctuary was founded by Kerri, who grew up in
Northern Ireland, and her husband, Sombat, a member of the Karen tribe.
Their goal is to __23 __ the welfare of elephants, and that is why the sanctuary
does not offer elephant __24 __ or elephant performances of any kind. Instead,
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it tries to educate __25 __ about these amazing animals.
But we did more than just get to know the elephants. We also cooked and ate
together with our host family, took a lesson in basket weaving, learned about the
language of the Karen people, and helped teach English to the children in the
village. In doing these activities, we were able to experience the __26 __ customs
and culture firsthand. By providing such opportunities to visitors, the sanctuary
gives back to the village by helping the villagers make money and learn English.
It’s a win-win situation.
(21) (
(22) (
(23) (
(24) (
(25) (
(26) (

) (A) turned out
(B) put off
(C) picked up
(D) turned in
) (A) embarrassing (B) heartbroken (C) displeasing (D) heartwarming
) (A) protect
(B) protest
(C) destroy
(D) damage
) (A) diets
(B) drinking
(C) information (D) rides
) (A) farmers
(B) visitors
(C) children
(D) workers
) (A) urban
(B) modern
(C) local
(D) ancient

IIl. 字彙選擇: 10% (每題 1分), 選最適當的答案
A.
A. roast
(
(
(
(
(

B. vessel

C. pilot

D. wagons

E. transportation

) 27. To
the chicken properly, you should leave it in the oven for
around two hours.
) 28. The
informed the passengers that they would be landing in
ten minutes.
) 29. There are different means of
in the big city for us to take
advantage of.
) 30. The captain is proud of his ship and describes it as a
beautiful
.
) 31. Hundreds of years ago, people traveled in
pulled by horses.

B.
A. awaken
(
(
(

B. concentrate

C. bravery

D. resolution

E. clumsy

) 32. The soldier was awarded a medal for his
in battle.
) 33. Helen is so
that she often trips and falls, or drops things
she’s carrying.
) 34. It is necessary to
people to the importance of protecting
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endangered animals.
) 35. Rudy made a
to quit drinking in two months.
) 36. Would you mind turning down the music? I’m trying to
my work !

(
(

on

IV. 配合題: 10% (每題 2 分), 選最適當的答案
（

）37. We should be thankful to someone…

（

）38. Rita went out onto the balcony, . . .

（

）39. In Lady Liberty’s right hand . . .

（

）40. Instead of telling his girlfriend the truth, . . .

（

）41. The weather is so nice this weekend . . .

(A) is a giant torch.
(B) that many people would like to take a trip.
(C) who helps us out in times of trouble.
(D) Frank told her a white lie.
(E) attracted by the beautiful city view.

V. 文意選填: 20% (每題 2 分) , 根據課文內容,選最適當的答案
A.
A. jail

B. users

C. publish

D. commit

E. breaking

The Internet has made sharing material easier than ever before. That
ease, however, has also made it easier to ____42____ a certain type of
crime: copyright infringement. Copyright law is not very well understood
among most Internet ____43____, and as a result, most copyright crimes are
committed by accident. But ___44____ copyright law, even by mistake, can
result in a big fine or ____45____ time. Therefore, it’s best to educate
yourself quickly before you land yourself in hot water.
When someone creates a piece of work, they automatically have the right
to do whatever they want with it—that’s copyright. However, if someone else
wants to use that work, copy it, change it, ___46___ it, or perform it, they can
only do so with the creator’s permission—usually given for a price.
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B.
A. create

B. above-mentioned

C. diseases D. barking E. dropping

Sniffer dogs’ ability to detect sickness can be used for more than just
locating sick trees. They have also been trained to predict the onset of certain
____47____ in humans. Maria Tello, who was a 58-year-old woman with
diabetes, was asleep one night. Suddenly, her dog Malachi opened its eyes
and got up. By using its powerful nose, it could sense that Maria’s blood sugar
was ____48____ to a dangerously low level. Malachi woke her up and then
rushed to get her medicine. It turned out that Malachi saved Maria’s life in this
way four more times that year.
How can sniffer dogs manage to do the ____49____ tasks? The answer is
that diseases cause chemical changes in plants, animals, and even the human
body. These chemical changes usually ____50____ special odors, and
trainers need to expose their dogs to these smells many times. The dogs are
then taught to perform a certain kind of behavior as an alert, such as sitting
down or ____51____, when they come across these smells. Once their
training is complete, sniffer dogs are assigned to carry out specific duties.

VI.閱讀測驗: 10% (每題 2 分)

A.
Plastic is not good for the Earth because it takes many years to break
down into smaller pieces. Single-use items are things that we use only once
and then throw away, like garbage bags, plastic cups, and takeout boxes.
Single-use plastic straws are creating a big problem in our world today.
They can’t be recycled because they are too light. This means these straws do
not get separated from other garbage at recycling dumps, and they even begin
to fill up these dumps. As they gradually break down, they separate into very
small plastic pieces called microplastics.
These microplastics are eaten by birds and sea animals; they stay in their
stomachs and can even kill them. We also eat microplastics when we eat the
animals that have eaten them, and this can hurt our health.
（

）52. Which of the following are not single-use items?
(A) Plastic cups.
(B) Steel chopsticks.
(C) Garbage bags.
(D) Takeout boxes.
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（

）53. According to the passage, which is NOT true about plastic straws?
(A) They will fill up our dumps.
(B) They can’t be recycled at all.
(C)They can cause animals to die. (D)They may improve our health.

B.

（

）54. Which of the following pieces of advice is NOT given for reducing
one’s carbon footprint?
(A) Go vegetarian.
(B) Ride a bike.
(C) Change your diet.
(D) Stop consuming dairy.

（

）55. Which of the following is true, according to the infographic?
(A) CO2 is worse for the environment than methane.
(B) Livestock contributes about three quarters of greenhouse gases.
(C) More than half of methane emissions come from cows.
(D) Cows release methane when they burp.

56. If a dairy farm has about 100 cows, how much methane will they give off in
one day? (此題答案請寫在答案卷上)

VIl. 翻譯: 14% (每格 1 分, 請寫在答案卷上)
A. (引導式翻譯) : 10 %
1. 我沒辦法自己拿這些重的盒子。
I can’t carry these heavy boxes
_______ .
2. 突然間,當 Patrick 正在開車時,有隻袋鼠跳到馬路上來。
All
, a kangaroo jumped out into the road as
Patrick was driving along .
3. 即使你不喜歡這份工作,你還是要把它做好。
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you don’t like the job, you still have to do it well.
4. 因為曝曬在強烈的陽光下,牆上的油漆隨著時間過去而逐漸褪色。
The paint on the wall has faded gradually
due to its being
exposed to strong sunlight .
B. (整句翻譯): 4 %
(請用提供的片語/句型完成句子翻譯,每題 2 分,請寫在答案卷上)
5. 是在火車站,我昨天碰見 Helen。( It was …that… )
6. 下雨天我會去健身房運動,而不是在室外跑步。( Instead of … )
.

VIIl. 文意字彙: 10% （每題1分, 請寫在答案卷上)
1_________

Kelly is very s______e to flavors. She can taste any food or drink
and name it without seeing it.

2_________
3_________

The weatherperson p______ted that it would start raining
around 6:00 p.m., and she was correct.
Too much e______e to the sun and wind caused the paint on
the building to come off.

4 _________

Looking at the sun for too long is h______l to your eyes.

5 _________

Many people don’t realize that about 75% of the waste they
produce can be r______ed.

6_________

The couple gave sticky rice and red eggs to their friends and
family members to c______e their son’s one-month birthday.

7 _________

India achieved i______e from the United Kingdom on August
15,1947.
8 _________ Asia is by far the world’s largest c______t in both size and
population.
9 _________ You can take the e______r to the top floor and you’ll see a
stunning infinity pool.

10_________ Garrett loves doing outdoor a______ies such as hiking,
climbing, and swimming on weekends.
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總 分
班級:_____年

班 座號:

VI. 閱讀測驗 :第56題: ( 2分 )

姓名:
__________________________

VII. 翻譯 :14%
A. 引導式翻譯: 10 % (每格 1分)

B.

1. __________

__________

__________

2. __________

__________

__________

3. __________

__________

4. __________

__________

整句式翻譯: 4 % (每題 2分)

5. __________________________________________________
6. __________________________________________________
VIII. 文意字彙：10%（每題 1分）

1. _______________

6. _______________

2. _______________

7. _______________

3. _______________

8. _______________

4. _______________

9. _______________

5. _______________

10. _______________
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教師用答案卷

選擇題答案:

總

I.

1C,

2D,

3A,

4D,

5B,

6C,

7B,

8B,

9D,

10A,

II.

11A,

12C,

13C,

14D,

15A,

16D,

17B,

18B,

19C,

20A,

30B,

31D,

24D,

25B,

26C

III. 27A,

28C,

29E,

IV.

37C,

38.E,

39A,

40D,

41B

V.

42D,

43B,

44E,

45A,

46C,

Vl.

52B,

53D,

54B,

32C,

33E,

47C,

48E,

34A,

49B,

35D,

50A,

分

21A 22D,

36B,

51D,

55D,

班級:_____ 座號:_____
VI. 閱讀測驗 :第56題: ( 2分 )

姓名:___________________
About 50,000 liters

VII. 翻譯 :14%
A. 引導式翻譯: 10 %

1.
2.
3.
4.

on
of
Even
over

(每格 1分, 請寫在答案卷上):

my
own
a
sudden
though / if
time

Reference only
5. It was at the train station that I came across Helen yesterday.
6. Instead of jogging outdoors, I exercise in a gym on rainy days.
B. 整句式翻譯: 4 %

(參考答案, 每題 2分)

VIII. 文意字彙：10% （每題 1 分）

1. sensitive
2. predicted
3. exposure
4. harmful
5. recycled

6. celebrate_
7. independence
8. continent
9. escalator
10. activities
10
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台南二中 Live 2020 聽力
Part 1: Picture Questions (2%)
Look at each picture and answer the question.
(C) 1.

What do we know about the woman? (10 Unit 2) #3
(A) She’s brushing her teeth.
(B) She’s cleaning her jewelry.
(C) She’s applying lotion to her skin.
(D) She’s washing dirt off her hands.

(D) 2.

What can we see in the picture? (10 Unit 3) #4
(A) A tube of toothpaste.
(B) Something that resists the heat.
(C) An item of clothing.
(D) Something that measures temperature.

Part 2: Best Response Questions (2%)
Listen to the question or statement and choose the best response.
(A) 3.

Carl put on a great performance last night at the show. (10 Unit 4) #7
(A) I agree. He played the piano well.
(B) Yeah. His essay was well written.
(C) I know. The dinner was delicious.
(D) Right. He threw a great party.

(D) 4.

It’s good to see Donna becoming more independent. (10 Unit 1) #1
(A) I know. She welcomes help from others.
(B) Yes. She likes to meet and talk to new people.
(C) I agree. She’s much friendlier recently.
(D) Indeed. She’s doing things by herself now.

Part 3: Conversation Questions (3%)
Listen to each conversation and answer the question.
(B) 5.

F:
M:
F:
M:

I heard you changed jobs. Where do you work now? (10 Unit 5) #9
I work for the Global Ocean Team.
What’s that?
It’s an organization that protects ocean life.
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F:
Q:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Cool! It sounds like a job that suits you.
What are the people talking about?
A company that sells boats.
A group that cares about animals.
A restaurant that serves seafood.
A person who loves water sports.

(C) 6.

M:
F:
M:
F:
Q:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Is that the famous painting Mona Lisa? (10 Unit 8) #13
It is, but it’s not the original one.
Really? How can you be so sure?
Don’t be silly! The real one wouldn’t be in this café.
What do we know about the painting?
It is owned by a woman named Lisa.
It is not hanging on the wall.
It is a copy of the real one.
It is not in a good condition.

(B) 7.

M: Where are you going? (10 Unit 13) #21
F: I’m going to play basketball in the gym.
M: Are you allowed to be in there after school?
F:
Q:
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

The coach gave me permission.
What does the woman mean?
The coach told her a secret.
The coach said she is allowed to use the gym.
The coach will give her a private lesson.
The coach won’t let her practice with the team.

Part 4: Short Talk Questions (3%)
Listen to the following paragraph and answer the questions.
Toothpaste deserves far more recognition. This ordinary item can clean not only
people’s teeth but also a whole range of other things. For example, the dirty rubber on
your sneakers will look white again after you use a little toothpaste. Having problems
getting that oily stain out of your shirt? Reach for the toothpaste! Believe it or not,
toothpaste can also be used on your fingernails and toenails. To get that perfect shine,
all you need to do is scrub them with toothpaste. So next time you go shopping, grab a
few extra tubes. With so many benefits, it seems like a good idea to keep toothpaste in
every room, not just the bathroom! (延伸自 10 Unit 2)
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(B) 8.

Why should you use toothpaste on your sneakers?
(A) To get rid of bad smell.
(B) To clean the rubber part.
(C) To keep them from getting wet.
(D) To make them comfortable to wear.

(D) 9.

Which is NOT something toothpaste can do?
(A) Clean people’s teeth.
(B) Remove stains on clothes.
(C) Polish people’s nails.
(D) Make rooms smell nice.

(A) 10. What is the best title for the passage?
(A) Amazing Uses of Toothpaste
(B) How to Choose a Toothpaste
(C) Make Your Own Toothpaste
(D) How to Look After Your Teeth
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